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1. Introduction

Meaning of marriage has never been stable and it keeps evolving through new generations both materially and morally. Social views on multiple wives, inter-racial relations, and divorce have changed. But the fundamental elements of marriage institution have remained still for centuries, and one of them was belonging of marriage only to heterosexual couples until very recently.

To some the idea of same-sex marriage is a fundamental departure from other marital changes, while for others it is a natural extension of changes begun long ago. Thus, where same-sex marriage begins is a matter of debate. And this caused to a variation of steps that are taken by different countries about legislation of same-sex marriage.

Basic arguments of same-sex marriage proponents’ are: equality, marriage is based on love, marriage is always changing this is the part of its evolution while opponents’ are faith based arguments or procreation.

Alterations to heterosexual institutions resulting from contracting problems arising in homosexual relations will, indeed, have profound effects on heterosexual marriage, and heterosexual pressures on marriage law will likely be inappropriate for homosexual couples. But the biggest problem is about children that are getting hurt from these marriages because all types of divorce affects children badly.

1.1. Information About The Leading Non-Governmental Organizations of LGBT

In order to have a closer look to what society thinks about legalization of same-sex marriage and also to find support to our arguments in our project, it was essential for us to make investigations through non-governmental organizations. This is because, it was the only way to be able to find out the point of view of a country regardless of its political or governmental opinion. Also, since they have wide number of members which are from their country, we can get large source of people to reach the most accurate conclusion.
Here it can be found the couple of the leading non-governmental organizations:

**COC Netherlands (Netherlands)**

This organization was found in 1946 with the aim of contributing to social emancipation and making recreation for gay men and lesbian women. COC struggles for the decriminalisation of sexual orientation and gender identity and for equality and LGBT’s social acceptance in all over the world. Thus, it also has a special status with the United Nations that only few LGBT organisations have.

**Secret Garden (Netherlands)**

Secret Garden was established in Amsterdam in 1994 with the aim of bringing together the Muslim lesbians, gays, bisexuals and transgenders.

**Spod (Turkey)**

**Lambda İstanbul (Turkey)**

It was founded in 1993 as a cultural space for the LGBT community, and became an official organization in 1996.

**KaosGL (Turkey)**

**İstanbul LGBTT**

1.2. **General View to the History of Same-Sex Marriage**

Between 20th and 21st centuries, there has been a growing movement for same-sex couples being able to get married as straight people in some countries. Legal recognition of marriage opens up a wide range of entitlements, including social security, taxation, inheritance and other benefits unavailable to couples unmarried in the eyes of the law.

Since homosexual couples are not allowed to get married by law, they were not able to access to the legal benefits of marriage. Although homosexual couples could get some of the benefits without marriage by getting registered partnership, there were still so many benefits they could not get such as inheritance, hospital visitation, adopting children and immigration.
The first country to legalize same-sex marriages was the Netherlands (2001), while the first marriages were performed in the Amsterdam city hall on April 1, 2001. As of August 2013, same-sex marriages are legal nationally in fifteen countries: the Netherlands (2001), Belgium (2003), Spain and Canada (2005), South Africa (2006), Norway and Sweden (2009), Portugal, Iceland and Argentina (2010), Denmark (2012), Brazil, France, Uruguay and New Zealand (2013). In Mexico, same-sex marriage is recognized in all states, but performed only in Mexico City, where it became effective on March 4, 2010.

In the United States as of October 2013, 14 states (New York, Vermont, Iowa, Connecticut, New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Washington (state), Maine, Maryland, California, Delaware, Rhode Island, Minnesota), the District of Columbia and New Jersey are the ones to recognize and offer same-sex marriages, while the states of Colorado, Nevada and Oregon offer same-sex partners benefits similar to those of legally married couples.

1.3. How the Discussion of Same-Sex Marriage is Related to Our Project

In this project, we focused on the differences between social and cultural aspects of the different countries on legalization of the same-sex marriage. In the light of these differences, we aim to figure out the obstacles which prevent the same-sex marriage to be legalized in Turkey. To observe these differences clearly, we gave weight to the country, Netherlands, in which the process of the struggles against inequality in the institution of marriage has gone long way back. Also, in order to make comparison, we will discuss the situation of today’s Turkey about LGBT rights.
2. Legalization of Gay-Marriage from the Perspective of Society

According to the articles we have read and our interviews, we categorized the factors that affect the public opinions about gay marriage. These categories are social facts, political facts, religious facts and media factor.

2.1. Facts that affect the opinions about Gay-Marriage

2.1.1 Social Facts

To start with the fact that affect the opinions about Gay-Marriage in a bad way it can be attributed to ignorance of the differences of gay, lesbian and heterosexual couples.

According to Kathleen E. Hull, who writes the article named “The Cultural Power of Law and the Cultural Enactment of Legality”, the rates about different issues varies with respect to these types of relationships. And he says that the biggest difference is about child issue. Because in same-sex marriages, children and one of the parents biological relationship must be broken either ways. And it will surely be a problem for child. Also gay or lesbian parents will be main role models for children.

All rules about marriage institutions are regulated with respect to heterosexual couples and it is not that easy to fit it to other types of relationships without hurting the traditional one.

Marriage is changed to accommodate the demands of same-sex couples these changes will hurt heterosexual marriages. To the extent changes are not made, same-sex couples will find marriage laws unsatisfactory and inefficient for their needs.

Slightly over thirty years ago family law went through a conceptual revolution called no-fault divorce, and thirty years later we know something about the consequences of that paradigm shift. During that debate the case was made that in-tact marriages would be unaffected by the legal change and the social impact would be minimal. It was hard to imagine how releasing dead marriages from bondage could have any negative impact on other loving marriages. In particular, the predictions of no impact stemmed from the view that marriage
is an environment to assist adult relationships to be stable and loving. The mistakes made by no-fault divorce reformers are now being made by proponents of same-sex marriage.

David Bos told that visibility is also one of the most important part of social facts and some gay or lesbians feel embarrassed to show up in a boat in gay pride because they think that their family will be criticized by society. Or maybe they do not want to show up on TVs or newspapers with pictures because they believe in to be heard, not to be seen to reach the acceptance of homosexuality. Instead he said, they have interesting stories to tell. Not only interviews with gays or lesbians, also with their parents.

In our interview, Cihan Tekeli said that according to their research which is made in schools, in order to insult someone, students use the word of “homo” to each other, even they are not homosexual. This shows that public sees homosexuality as an insulting case.

2.1.2 Political Facts

Political Facts are obviously one of the most important cases on effecting public opinion about same-sex marriage. Government policies or opinions of leading parties in power and their works about same-sex marriage usually can be very persuasive for the society they represent.

David Bos who is a professor at Amsterdam University on the department of Sociology and Anthropology and has published lots of books on homosexuality such as “Out in the Netharlands” laid stress on the powerful effect of government coalition in Netherlands on homosexuality. He said that for many years they always had the Christian party in power as one of the government coalition parties whether they cooperate with liberals or social democrats. And since the Christian party was against same-sex marriage, the coalition never had a chance to make the same-sex marriage legalized. But then, for the first time in 1994 when there was a coalition without the Christian party, it could be happened.

According to Cihan Tekeli, in order to understand this issue we should consider political circumstances. In Netherlands, there is an aggressive policy against Islam and the politicians do not help to solve this issue.

2.1.3 Moral / Religious Facts
David Bos approved that most of the debates on homosexuality are about religion and said that the Moroccan or Turkish communities in Netherlands have lower acceptance level because of Islam. But he was not convinced that it is the only reason. He believes that many of the people whether they are Christian or Muslim, do not know exactly what the Bible says. Thus, sometimes it is also possible to see opponents of homosexuality in completely non-religious societies, just because they think that homosexual men are not really men or homosexual women are not really women. Because it makes them weird people. And because most of the opponents of homosexuality think that, especially about gay men, their relationship is too visible and looks dirty while they think two women relationship is not physically sufficient.

Cihan Tekeli said: “I guess that Netherlands is one of the first three country whose public has fewest religious belief. There are debates about religious case but it is much more about Islam. Therefore, there is not too much oppression because the public does not care about the opinion of the Church. Even the political parties which are close to religion do not have hearing about this issue.

Lanfranco Aceti mentioned that religion shouldn’t have any role in public society because it is a society where everybody’s opinions, manner of life should be respected. He added that the public space belongs to everybody and any form of diversity within the space should not be allowed.

In the interview with secret garden, he said that most of people think that religion and homosexuality can't go parallel because they are religious and they think that being homosexual is a disease and they worship to God to forgive themselves but he think that this is because of bias. He added that it's just the man who try to make borders to secure a lot of things.

2.1.4. Facts of Media

David Bos mentioned about media’s and especially the TVs’ enormous role on acceptance of homosexuality. He said that comedians and actors were always pioneers for homosexuality therefore some soap operas and tv shows have made many changes about homosexuality on society. And while homosexuality was not publicly spoken before 1996, it showed up a real progress by them.
3. LGBT in Today’s World

When we look at LGBT in today's world, there is a huge distinction between the countries according to the LGBT rights. In some countries LGBT members have equal citizen rights like equal marriage and adopting children. Netherlands is the first country which recognise same-sex marriage. Argentina who is legalised same-sex marriage allowed the change of gender on birth certificates for transgender people. Colombia recognised its first legal same-sex civil union. On the other hand in some countries we couldn’t even talk about homosexuality. Same sex marriage is very far target for the homosexual people who live in those countries. LGBT people faced with violence because of the anti-gay laws in many african countries where homosexuality is already illegal. Homosexuality is still illegal in today's world in more than 75 countries. In Iran where homosexuality is punished by death, country's official described homosexuality as "an illness that should be treated". Eric Ohena Lembembe who is an outspoken LGBT rights openly gay activist was tortured and murdered in Cameroon. Jean Claude Roger Mbede received three year imprisonment because of sending a text message to another man in Cameroon. In Nigeria same-sex marriage is punished with a 14 year prison term. There are many anti-gay laws which punishes people who make propaganda of non-traditional sexual relations in Russia. Even further people can be arrested if they are gay. There is a link between the countries where homosexuality is legal and illegal. "There are really complicated links between the two. If you look at the history of the advancement of LGBT rights in the UK, every advance is accompanied by a backlash," says Alistair Stewart, assistant director of the Kaleidoscope Trust, a UK-based organisation that supports international LGBT rights. "To a certain extent that's happening on a global scale now – the advances that are being made in some parts of the world encourage a backlash in other parts of the world. The struggle for even basic human rights for LGBT people – freedom of association, freedom from violence – becomes harder to achieve when the opponents can point to something like gay marriage, which isn't even on the books for most of the countries we're talking about and make the argument that 'if we give these people even the most basic of human rights, next they'll be asking to get married in our churches'." We think that Turkey has much more to do to improve the gay rights but it's situation is not much bad when we compare with many african countries. Homosexual relations are legal in Turkey since 1858, but the law does not include sexual orientation or gender identity in its civil rights laws and there is no legal recognition for same-sex couples currently. Transgender persons in Turkey face systematic harassment from law enforcement officers. In 2006, Şevket Memiş and Orhan Bayraktar were
arrested by the police and charged with acting impudently because they were wearing women’s clothing.
3.1. Comparing Istanbul Gay Pride and Amsterdam Gay Pride

Istanbul Gay Pride which celebrated its 10th anniversary in 2013, took place in late June with great number of participants at about 20,000. Except from Gay Pride March, there were also cultural events during the week including dance workshops, films, discussions and parties. There were much more participants in 2013 Gay Pride when we compare with the ancient ones. We think that Gezi Park protests also help to increase number of participations. The LGBT community supported the Gezi Park protests. People who forced to become "other" during the protests, start to think about the challenges that the suppresed people faced with. This creates empathy among the people. Apart from these they want to be treated legally as equal citizens. They use slogans like "Nerdesin aşkım buradayım aşkım? Faşizme karşı bacak omuza! Direnişin "o" biçimi! " during the pride. Also there were huge amount of people who weren't homosexual in the pride. We walked in company with percussion band and whistles. The Amsterdam Pride organized in the first weekend of August. With several hundreds of thousands visitors this event is one of the largest public events of the Netherlands. The pride is organized since 1996. The peak of the festival is during the canal parade, a parade of boats of large variety on the 3rd of August, which goes from Westerdok over the Prinsengracht, Amstel river, Zwanenburgwal and Oudeschans to Oosterdok. At least 500,000 spectators and participants attended the event at the Prinsengracht canal in central Amsterdam, according to police sources. It was very joyful and colourful event.

When we compare the two prides, we found that Amsterdam gay pride was much more fun based. There weren't any protests. Homosexual people were content of the gay rights. The canal pride was like a cabaret show with a loud music. There were ballons, flags, confettis everywhere. Members of the Dutch military also participated to the canal parade. It was very crowded, people climbed the stairs of houses to be able to watch the canal parade. People generally wore pink shirts for the pride. After the canal parade, there were street parties. Whole city members were participated to canal pride. Actually some people said that gay pride lost its meaning in Amsterdam and they added that some people profit from the gay pride. On the other hand Istanbul gay pride was much more protest based. People shouted slogans during the pride. It was less crowded when we compare with Amsterdam gay pride but it was the most crowded gay pride in the history of Istanbul gay pride. We walk with a percussion group, it was also fun but we can't compare it with Amsterdam gay pride. There weren't too many people dressed particularly. In a few words, Istanbul gay pride was like a demanding equal rights for homosexual people on the other hand Amsterdam gay pride was like a celebration of their rights.
3.2. Islamophobia

One of the most important fact of being opponent to homosexuality was religion as we said before according to our interviews. But we see in our surveys that most of the Dutch people in Netherlands think that Moroccan and Turkish society in Netherlands actually form the opponent part of homosexuality. There were a perception as if Muslims are more strict than Protestants about homosexuality. Thus, we want to figure out whether it is true or there is an islamophobia against Muslims and focused on a issue about a little Turkish child named Yunus who is nine years old and live in Netherlands with his Turkish family. Since his Turkish family was not capable of looking after him, he was given to a Lesbian Dutch family. Turkish family did not like this situation and tried to take him back by registering the court but Dutch government decided not to give him to them unless they can provide him some basic needs. Turkish government also has objected to this issue because of the reason that children will have completely different family structure. They said that it was not about the foster family being lesbian but about the different culture they have. So, we asked about this topic to our interviewers and got their ideas about Yunus.

Davis Bos said that the system of adopting children in Netherlands worked right. If the child was given to a lesbian couple it must have done because of lack of any available Turkish and heterosexual couples. Because he claims that in Netherlands there is not so much Turkish
foster families. But he also added that it would be fine enough being adopted by two mothers or two fathers.

Cihan Tekeli mentioned that prime minister of Netherlands is right because it is Netherlands’ issue, not Turkey’s. This is because, the child is already citizen of Netherlands. In addition to this, they just look after their interest, they do not consider best for the child. Discrimination also is used for benefit, it is multifunctional. And the discrimination in this issue can not be proved, unfortunately. In Netherlands there is an corporation for children who are not taken care by their family and they give these children another family to look after them. The problem is that Turkish families are not in the lists for good family. For example, when Yunus is given to another family, his old family litigated and the court allowed them to take their child. However, the corporation did not give Yunus to his family. Cihan Tekeli mentioned that there is a discrimination for Turkish families because the corporation thinks that their people can look after the child better than Turkish families. However, it is hard to prove.

4. How Do We See the Future of Turkey in Terms of LGBT Rights

4.1. Gay Pride in Turkey

The first gay pride in Turkey was intended to celebrate in 1993 with “Week of Sexual Freedom” but governorship in İstanbul did not permit and guests coming from abroad got deported. This condition triggered the foundation of Lambda İstanbul and KaosGL which are the two of the most important LGBT organizations in Turkey today.

In 2003, the first gay pride in Turkey is placed with the participation of 30 people. This participation increased each year. In 2007, 1500 people; in 2010, 5000 people; in 2011, 10000 people; in 2012 20000 people took part in Gay Pride. On the 30th of June 2013, the pride parade attracted almost 100.000 people. The protesters were joined by Gezi Park protesters, making the 2013 İstanbul Pride the biggest pride ever held in Turkey. The European Union praised Turkey that the parade went ahead without disruption.
After the last Gay Pride in İstanbul (2013), we think that LGBT issues in Turkey gained more importance by Turkish community and advocaters of LGBT rights became more well-organized. Unfortunately, although public became aware towards LGBT rights, the government is still against this issue. After the gay pride, AKP Gaziantep representative Şamil Tayyar criticized homosexual peoples in the pride by calling them queers on Twitter. Ankara Mayor Melih Gökçek wrote for Hüseyin Aygün, who took part in Gay Pride, on Twitter that: “Hüseyin Aygün are you gay?” and used the term gay as an invective. This indicates that the attitudes of government towards LGBT rights are not supportive; on the contrary it is exclusivist.

4.2. Hate Crime Laws in Turkey

Hate crime is the crime which is committed against a social group that is about racial, religious, ethnic, sexual orientation or gender identity. The laws that tries to prevent this crimes is hate crime laws.

When we look at the new hate crime law draft in Turkey, hate crime is defined the crimes caused from the differences in terms of race, religion, nationality, gender identity and political view, differently from laws of many European countries. The difference is that the
law of Turkey is lack of the crimes caused by biases of nationality, ethnicity and sexual orientation. However, LGBTs in Turkey are suffered from hate crimes too much. According to the journal of Glen Johnson, 40 transgender persons were murdered in Turkey in 2011. Also, in the first three months in 2012 3 trans people were murdered. The number of trans murder in 2013 is 5 in Turkey. LGBT organizations (Hêvî LGBT, KaosGL, SPoD LGBT, Hebûn LGBT and Gökkuşağıının Kızılı) criticized that although LGBTs are more suffered from hate crimes, they are not even mentioned in hate crime laws. They think that LGBTs are suffered from discrimination in all fields in their lives; while the law is already discriminatory in terms of gender identity and sexual orientation, the discrimination will be continued.

As we mentioned that although seriousness of LGBT murders are explicit, the lack of LGBT issue in Turkish laws indicates that Turkish government and Turkish society do not recognize LGBTs.

We met Levent Şensever from the non-governmental organization of “Sosyal Değişim Derneği” about hate crime laws and the case of LGBTs in Turkey, in July. In that date, this law draft were not put on council of ministers. Levent Şensever told that they met some representatives about the law draft and mentioned their attitudes. He mentioned that their attitudes towards that law draft are moderate but during the voting in plenary session, their attitudes change.

4.3. Future of Turkey in Case of LGBT Rights

In addition to hate crime laws, when we asked Levent Şensever about the future of Turkey about LGBT rights, he told that this issue is not a case that be accepted by big part of the public, even the people are called democratic because according to some research, the majority of Turkish community has conservative perspective. The another reason is lack of civil society organization that studies for civil rights. For example, LGBT issues are dealt by
just LGBT people or disability problem is taken care by just disabled people. So, it is hard to anticipate marked progress about LGBT rights.

We think that the future does not look bright about the progress of LGBT rights. As we mentioned that the religious view of Turkish society is one of the biggest obstacle to accept LGBTs in society. The conservative attitudes in politics indicates that it is hard to see acceptance of LGBT rights in council unfortunately. Already, it is not possible to talk about gay marriage, while even women and men are not accepted equal in majority of Turkey.

We asked Cihan Tekeli about the solutions for deal with the biases for homosexuality. He thinks that education is a part of the solutions but besides that there is a couple of big parts: knitting up the society and the assistance of the politicians and religious leaders. Knitting up the society is the crucial part since this helps you to know different persons and get used to them. When you get used to these people, the respect between the society would be increased. For example, Cihan Tekeli mentioned that in his house that he was born and grow up, there are all kinds of people who are living there. One of their neighbours was homosexual couples from Morocco. This case gave Cihan Tekeli’s family the chance of cohering with them and according to him if you grow up with this sense, you will them normal in the future. In addition, Cihan Tekeli gave an example for the second factor as Tarik Ramadan who is a professor from Switzerland and whose origin is Egypt. He is conservative but at the same time he is politically liberal. His opinion about this topic is that homosexuality is a problem for Islam but people must be respectful to each others. In Netherlands attitudes of people generally is like this. However, in Turkey even ministers of the state see homosexuality as a kind of disease. Instead of this attitude, politicians and religious leaders must help to solve the issue of discrimination.

If same-sex couples are allowed to marry they hurt heterosexuals. If they are denied this right, then they are hurt. This is an argument based on the feedback mechanism different types of marriages would have on legal heterosexual marriage, on the small
number of homosexuals in the population, the impact widening the definition would have on divorce, and on the impact divorce has on the rest of the population.

5. Interviews

5.1. Secret Garden

Secret Garden is a foundation for lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender (LGBT) Muslims. It was established in Amsterdam in 1994, with the intention to reach and bring together young Muslims who are transgender, or have homosexual or bisexual feelings.

Secret garden is an non-govermental organization which also focus immigrants with the islamic background. A lot of people get confused because they hear all the time that religion is the biggest problem against homosexuality but i think it is not true. I think God makes us and puts us on this earth to be free to think and to use our brain. It's just the man, as me and you, who try to make borders to secure a lot of things. I try to live my own fate. I haven' to got haj but i believe in God in my own way that is Islam for me. I try to say also to our "clients" that you have to make choices for yourself because most of them they choose for their family, for their religion to make all their surroundings better and then they think about themselves. I think if you are happy your family will also be happy but people think differently. I think this is because they come from this cultural oppression. Most of people think that religion and homosexuality can't go parallel because they are religious and they think that being homosexual is a disease and they worship to God to forgive themselves. I think this is because of bias. You haven't choose to be muslim, you haven't choose even your own name. You haven't choose anything when you born then your parents make choices for you but when you start to ask questions about yourself making a choice is getting difficult because maybe it has changed what you have learned from parents and it is a dilemma. God created us as a free man and we have to make choice for our happiness. I think that people create religions just because they are afraid if without vision, rules, ideals everthing will be in chaos. I don't think God created us to be a slave of someone. Our believers don't beleive their homosexuality just in themselves. They go to the mosque, they don't want to be homosexual. I try to explain to this people to find something for them to make a combination between their homosexuality and their feelings. Only God can judge
you. If I want that people respect to me I have to respect other people. In Turkey it is not much possible, we can also see in Gezi parc protests. The Turkish community who is living in Amsterdam is not openminded in general because they come in 60s when Netherlands need workers and most of people don't come here from the big cities. They came here without knowledge and they didn't change in Amsterdam. They are really conservative people. When you come here you have another world, another belief system. You get confused with the new life and you afraid to change because changing isn't easy. They don't know what will happen, there is fear inside in these people. They try to look for something. This reason is maybe because of culture, religion but I think it is just fear because people who came fifty years ago didn't change and they didn't accept anything. Vast Moroccan and Turkish community live in East and West of Amsterdam. It's not easy for homosexual people to walk on street hand in hand in these regions. People who are living there got the same idea that they brought 50 years ago and they give these thoughts to their children. The vision to homosexuality for these parts always stay same. It isn't because of the religion but it is because of the culture. Among these communities people think other persons (neighbours etc) thoughts. You have to keep it as a secret of your homosexuality in these communities. They are afraid to talk. Because of the Muslim community is fighting against the homosexuality, there are some people who are living a double life who are married and have a child. They are living a "normal" life without accepting their homosexuality.

In the politics of Netherlands, the christian part accept homosexuality but they don't allowed the practice of homosexuality. If you have the feeling it's okey. They are hypocrite because they want people to support their party. In General homosexuality among the Dutch community is accepted. There is a small amount of people who don't like this. It is generally christian orthodox. Governement and organizations support LGBT. LGBT have a hundred percent rights in Netherlands. They can marry and adopt a child. It is your rights because you are a human being as the heterosexuals. Also, I don't believe in procreation theory. God created like homosexuals like that. In Islam, they believe God make no mistake. If people think homosexuality is a mistake so they think God is making a mistake which is not perfect.

People who are marrying in Netherlands for other reasons. I think one percent is about love. They marry to get the permission and to stay here that can be one reason why registered partnership is increasing in heterosexual couples.
Recep Tayyip Erdoğan objected to lesbian couple who adopted nine years old Turkish boy. He said "it was against Islamic culture and it's our own issue". I think these two women have the knowledge, love and the safe place. The boy will be in safe if he stays with these two women. He will get freedom to make his choices. Turkish traditional people who are living in Amsterdam have also different culture with who are living in Istanbul. You live your culture everyday so it changes your ideas, behaviours everyday. I think your president got a lot of money from the immigrants in Amsterdam to support his party.

According to a research, most of the gay and lesbians are living bordering on the suicide because of the discrimination, rape, rejecting of the people etc. Immigrants of Turkey and Moroccan who are homosexuals living in Amsterdam mostly living double life. They are physically damaged and they try to act all time. I came to Amsterdam from France. My family tried also force me to marry but i didn't do it. When i went back to Paris, i talked with them about my homosexuality and they said if you are happy we are happy and later i establish this organization here. Also the gay community didn't like it because most of people who came here is Islamic gay. In Netherlands people talk "we" and "you". The Dutch people expect that the immigrant people should do lots of things to change but i think changing must happen in both sides. Dutch people should also understand the other parts.
You published a book about homosexuality in Netherlands. I have seen it on the internet. Is that right?

Few years ago I have published it. That was the part of first research project we did. There were two research project commissions by the Dutch government. It was about social acceptance of homosexuality. So this is the English summary of the whole large report. Then in 2010, we published another report. In first report I focused the facts on homosexuals and in second report the changes in Moroccan community in Netherlands and protestants which is the Christian community in Netherlands.

Our main purpose here is to figure out whether people in Netherlands accept homosexuality because they want it or they’ve just been accepted by government?

It is a complex story. Interesting thing about whole story about same sex marriage is initially for many years the largest Dutch gay lesbian organization the COC, they were against it.
Because they said that we gays and lesbians should not do the same as straight people do. Why should we get married? As long as we get equal rights, we can also have equal rights in apartmentship. But then sort of a compaigne started by a gay magazine, it is no longer exists but it used to be very big, they said now we should have the same position as straight couple, the symbolic importance, belonging, recognition etc.

In Netherlands, for many many years we had christian party in power. The christian parties were always in power in government coalition. Whether they cooperate with liberals or cooperate with social democrats. And they were against legalization of homosexuality. But then in 1994, for the first time there was a government coalition between the free market liberals and the social democrats without the christian democrats so that they could reach an agreement for topic like this. They had no objections for same sex marriage and they had a chance to legalize it.

In netherlands, the level of acceptance of homosexuality is very high, as you can also see in my booklets, social acceptance of homosexuality is highest in Netherlands among Sweden, Denmark etc.

*Why are the oppents against homosexuality mostly? Because their religious views or...?*

Yes. Most debates on homosexuality are about religion. The Moroccan or Turkish communities in Netherlands, they have lower acceptance level because of Islam. But i am not convinced that it is the only reason. Yes, religion is an important fact we can see this, but certainly not the only fact. Because to me, many of the people whether they are Christian or Muslim, they do not know exactly what the Bible says. Sometimes it is also possible to see opponents of homosexuality in completely non religious societies. For instance, because of the thought that homosexual men are not really men or homosexual women are not really women. That makes them weird people. And there is another motive about especially gay men. They say that they are too visible, they manifest themselves. Two men sex is seen as dirty and horrible while two women sex is seen as not a real sex without a man.

*When you compare netherlands and turkey what are the basic differences between them?*
It depends on what you compare. When you look at the general acceptance, (He looks at the booklets and finds questions and answers and reads them.)

1. Do you think gays and lesbians should be allowed to live what they want to live?
2. How would you feel about having a neighbor who is a gay or lesbian?
   These shows different percentages. Sometimes they say in theory it's okay but having a neighbor would be a problem.
   There's another question
3. How would you feel about having a son or daughter who is a gay or lesbian?
   It comes even closer to you and the question is no longer a theoretical case.
4. How do you feel about adoption from homosexual couples? Do you think they should be allowed to adopt? And these percentages are much more lower.
   But what matters is the background of these percentages. Why are they like that etc.

**We want to find out whether Islam is an obstacle in the improvement of freedom to homosexuals. Because generally when we ask this to the people in our interviews they told as that the most of the opponents of homosexuality in Netherlands are consist of Turkish or Moroccan people not the Dutchs.**

Well it depends. I mean for instance we have a really strong anti-Islamic party in Dutchland and they say that Islam is not good for women and not good for homosexuals but they have a lot more percentage in their party that are against homosexuality.

**So do you think that there is an islamophobia against Muslims in Netherlands?**

Yes. As I told before, Islam is not the only fact of being an opponent but the most important fact of foreign people to be opponents of homosexuality is I believe because of not knowing any of them. Because it can really change the ideas of people when they meet someone they like and who is gay. But now it changes bit by bit. For example for the first time last year in gay pride there was a Turkish boat.

**What about the Christian perception in Netherlands against homosexuality?**

When same-sex marriage is first announced, there were not so much protests. Of course Christian party was against but not so loudly. But there was one problem that in city holes
there are some registerers who refuse to marry homosexual couples because of their religious views. And this case is still going on.

**But isnt it illegal to refuse that?**

No. Government made an exeption for them and they placed in each city some registerers who are willingly to marry them and some dont. But after ten years, now its changed. Government says that if you refuse to marry them you have to quit your job because there is no such marriage called gay marriage. There is only one type of marriage which is open to everyone.

**What do you think about the issue Yunus?**

Hollandadaki cocuk adopt edinme usulünü anlatıyor. Cocugun aynı aile ortamında buyumesine oncelilikli onem verilir, eger muslumansa musluman veya heteroseksuelse heteroseksuel aileye verilir oncelikle. Ama hollandada musluman ve cocuk edinmek isteyen aile sayısı nispeten çok az. Muhtemelen uygun heteroseksuel aile de olmadığı icin lezbiyen aileye vermişlerdir Yunus diyor. In general i belive the child can be very well of with 2 moms and 2 fathers as well.

**What do you think about gay pride? Is it more likely a protest or a celebration?**

Visibility. Some gay or lesbians feel emberrased to show up in a boat in gay pride because they think that their family will be criticized by society. Or some does not want to show up on TVs or newspapers with pictures because they belive in to be heard not to be seen to reach the acceptance of homosexuality. Instead, they have interesting stories to tell. Not only interviews with gays or lesbians also with their parents.

**Do you think that media is playing an important role on acceptance of homos. in Netherlands?**

Yes, sure. Especially Tv has played an enourmas role on acceptance of homosexuality. Until 1996 or so on, homosexuality was not publicly spoken in Netherlands but in those years there was a TV show started by Albert Mall he was also an actor. And he’s told that there were some rumors about him being also attracted to men. And he just got closer and closer
to the cameras and said that if you are gonna keep it as a secret, yes its true.ehehehehe. Comedians and actors they were öncü to yayılma. Soap opras and tv shows were also öncü.

Zimbabwe, Uganda etc. in those countries homosexuality cant be even spoken. So how do you see the future of these countries? A dark or a bright future?

Well its kinda hard to say. In those countries homosexuality is seen as a western invention. And west is trying to weaken us by introducing homosexuality. Its a new coloniasm. And they criticize us for the way we dealing with homoseuxality. In russa also this kind of objections to homosexuality are exist.

5.3. Lanfranco Aceti

What would be the personal benefits of same-sex marriage?

It’s not a benefit. When you think about benefit you think about why would you are going to get married and if i ask you what is the benefit of getting married you are going to answer me; well i’m in love with somebody, i want to live with that person, i want to have children, so benefit is not the right word because you do it because you want to have comitted relationship that you hope it will last for a very long period of time, aslo the rest of your life with the person that you choose. Many people told marriage is a nightmare because they had bad experiences. People who have good experiences will tell you marriage is great. So the benefit of doing it or not doing it is personal. There are all different sorts of important reasons for doing it and not doing it but those are personal reasons. People are asking recognisiton of gay marriage because they want to have legal benefits. Yes, it is a must and people need to do it. I am going to give you very practical examples. I have been here in Turkey for five years. You accumulate pension for number of years. If anything happens to your dad, your mom will have the pension, in same-sex marriage the other partner will not inherit pension in Turkey for that reason i have a lot of insurance. So that means i have to pay more money in order to make sure that my partner doesn't have a problem if something happens to me. That 1000tl more that i should not be pay. If something happens to you and there are medical decisions that you have to take who is going to take this medical decisions? Like life and death decisions. Same-sex partner doesn't have any rights on those decisions. There is an example in USA. A homosexual couple in their twenties
didn’t marry. The marriage wasn’t recognized because USA didn’t recognize it at federal level (they start to recognize it by state by state.) The partner fell from the roof when he was repairing it and he died. The family took the property from the other partner. They made decisions of life, death and they moved the funeral into their own hometown. With the partner leaving, the partner who was still alive was not able to attend the funeral so when you think about it, the society has to do something. All the things that you take for you as "normal", other people gay people in general, have all difference of problems with those. My partner and I immigrated from UK. UK didn’t recognize same-sex marriage but they recognize same sex relationship at the time which is different. They said if you live together two years in a same-sex relationship, you and your partner have the right to stay in the UK. So it’s an immigration issue. In order to being in UK, what you have to do is to enroll in a school if you don’t have a job. In order for us to be together we had to pay roughly 90000dollars. That is the amount of the money that you have to spend in order to do something. So you have to realise the request of same rights and obligations like everybody else. There is absolutely no differences. What I want to have is exactly the same rights.

*Is an approval from government necessary to obtain?*

An approval from government is necessary to obtain because if the government doesn’t recognise your marriage you are going to have all differences of problems including children. For example you decided to have a child in Turkey. How is the government recognise two fathers or two mothers? So there is all different sorts of problems that related to that.

*What do you think drives the opposition to same-sex marriage? Is it totally realted with discrimination or is it that people are just unused to or uncomfortable with the idea of gay people marrying?*

It depends to people. You have ideas in life. There are people tolerant and understandable. Also there are people intolerant and not understanding anybody. So, if we are talking with an intolerant person, the reasons why they are intolerant are infinite. They said for example gays created tsunamis, gays created earthquakes, god will punish you. There is a huge amount of illiteracy, idiocy thanks to the people say. It is not even cultural perspective. It is a different perception of what a society should be and how it should be. Personally I think
they are not civilised person and shouldn't belong the society. They shouldn't be allowed to voice opinions within a society. The problem is related to freedom of speech. We should be allowing all ideas but as much as not disturbing other kind of people. There should be much more done. In particular case, all of a sudden you see the extremists of christianity and the extremists of islam joining together and protesting gay marriage in France. It is very interesting because again we see the extreme parts of society, this doesn't mean all the gays are nice, people are people at the end.

**What is the fundemental differences between the countries which people can not even say that they are homosexual and people can marry as a same-sex couple?**

The main difference is the role of the religion playing in the society. I think religion shouldn't have any role in public society because it is a society where everbody's opinions, manner of life should be respected. In very few words the reason is understanding what public spaces is and also understanding that the public space belongs to everybody. In Iran public space is heavily regulated by monoculture, that has a theatrical structure. Any form of diversity within the space is not allowed. Civilized society should respect all different types of groups. The other problem is the idea that religion has a moral duty to say what people can do and what people can't do. I don't think that's the role of the religion in the public space. So the problem is being able to understand differences are need to be respected. In generally speaking, the humanity deals very badly with differences. It is the moment which the rules of public space is broken because of one group wants to be dominated public space. Then we can see conflicts. Gays within society is actually part of democracy, part of what an ideal democracy is, the respect of all different forms of gender, identity... In this particular time you have to fight for everyday. Those societies which are not democratic won't have respect of speech, respect of minorities...

**When we look at religious people, they will say things like, both the Old and New Testaments in the Bible are very clear about marriage: God intended marriage to be between a man and a woman. What do you think about this subject?**
The idea that religious morals should be accepted within society is just actually wrong. That can only be done in theocracy where there is one religion and everybody respects of the same religion. Is South America democratic? No it isn’t. Because of the rise of the religious rights and religious conservatives within the USA they defeat on the issue of gay right. I think religion shouldn’t have anything to do within the public space because it isn’t rational. The facts that the old testament says that men should be stoned and women should be stoned as well if you have sexual intercourse before marriage. Let’s try to understand what does religion mean. One thing I believe is spirituality and the other thing is religious coding of behaviours within the society. For me those can apply to the people decided to follow them but the imposition of the same coding on other people is absurd and it shouldn’t happen. If I am going to church, I probably don’t go with shorts but if somebody comes out from church and says that you can’t do this because it is opposed to my religious sentiments. I will say your religion offend my life style, you should not be allowed in the public space. Religion will always try to expand and try to control because there has been emerging between religion and political power. That goes back centuries. It goes back to Ancient Romans, Ancient Greeks, Byzantium.

*Opponents of same-sex marriage, particularly social conservatives, will argue that same-sex marriage could or would hurt traditional marriage because by broadening the definition of marriage, you make it less special - less sacred in a sense. And then, eventually, marriage will lose its special place in society - lose its meaning. What is your opinion?*

Do people divorce? The marriage has already lost its meaning. Here the problem is again the religion issue. Marriage is regulated by a contract of the state. I don’t want a religious gay marriage, I don’t care. What I care is that the state recognise same-sex marriage. The problem here is that religious conservative people want to control public space, they want to control the state. The state and religion shouldn’t have anything to say, it’s your own sphere. What I find problematic here is people under social conservative values have the idea of being more respectful and protect things etc. what they are actually doing generally speaking is trying to enforce to control over others. I always think that everybody should deal with their own lifes. Gender has a definition of patriarchal society where the male dominates over woman. The society is divided between man and woman. Anything outside
from this context becomes a threat, a problem for the patriarchal society. The social conservatives don't want to preserve anything. The only thing that they want to preserve is their power.

5.4. **Sosyal Değişim Derneği / Levent Bey**


**Şu anda gündeme gelecek mi yoksa kapandı mı dosya?**

Hiç bilemiyorum ama yeni bir yasa hazırlanıyoruz azınlık haklarıyla ilgili ama bundan kimsenin haberi yok. AB komisyonu söyledi bana. Onlar çok şaşırmışlardır çünkü normalde Avrupa birliği müttessabına uygun yasalar değişiyor. Kimsenin haberi yok. Yeni bir yasa tasarısı çıkmış ortaya.AMA bir de bunun yanında ayrımcılık yasası var. İki yıl önce meclisten geçti geçecek derken durdurulmuş vaziyette. Azınlık dini gruplar olabilir, gayrimuslimleri
kapsamı lazım ama örneğin kurtleri kapsayacak mı ya da dil gruplarına yönelik düzenlemeler ya da romanlar. Onların kafasındakini bilemiyorum.

**CHP’yle görüştüğünüzde geri bildirimi nasıl oldu?**

CHp baya destekledi özellikle işkilerimiz vardı milletvekilleriyle, Aykan erdemir,melda onur. Meclis içinde ve kendi partileri içinde kulis yapmamızda çok yardımcı oldular, diğer milletvekilleriyle görüşme konusunda baya destek oldular. Bdp milletvekiller de iyiydi. BDP ve CHP de sundu ama Onların zayıftı. kariyer için referans olsun diye bastan savma, veli ağbaba verdi. Yani nefret sucları yasası denilebilecek kapsamda değişti.

**AKP yle birebir görüştüğünüz bir şey oldu mu?**


Biz nefret suclarını daha kapsamlı aliyoruz:ulusal kimlikler engelliler vs. Tabi bütün bunları sayınca cinsel yönelim geçince one çıkartmıyolar. O daha ziyade muhafazar politikalar çerçevesinde üst düzeyde belirlenen bir şey.

**Lgbtyle çalışmalarınız olmuştur?**

Lgbt de platform içindeydi hatta en aktifler onlar oldu çünkü yasal düzenlemeye en çok ihtiyacı olan kesimlerden biri. Dolaysıyla özellikle LİSTAG çok aktif oldular.

**Yurtdışında uygulanan prosedürlerde de baktığımızda, mesela Fransa’da da halkın içinde çok karşı olan bir kitle vardı. Ama sonunda kabul edildi, herkes sonulta aynı şeyi düşünmüyor. Frnsyla Türkiyeyi karşılaştırmağımızda ne gibi farklılıklar görebiliriz uygulanan prosedürlerde? Nelerde geri kaldık ya da ileriyiz?**
Frnsadaki eşc evlilik mezvunda oldu burda sıkıntı hep cinsel yönelim meselesinde ortaya çıkıyor.

**O madde olmaza daha kabul edilebilir bir şey mi olurdu yani?**


**Size gerekçe olarak sundukları bir şey oluyor mu geri çekilirken?**


**Türkiye’de bir ilerleme görüşüyor musunuz?**

Gayrimüslimlerden bahsettiniz. Onlar eşcinsellik konusuna daha sıcak bakıyorlar mı? Ya da Müslümanlar daha muhafazakar olarak değerlendirebilir miyiz?

Benim gördüğüm kadardı Türk toplumundan çok farklı değil. Onlar içinde de muhafazakar var demokratik olanı var. Zaten gayrimüslim cemaatler çok küçük burada yani en kalabalık ermeni 60000 yüzde 0.00 gibi takabil eidyorum. Buradaki azinlikların çoğu Ortodoks, Rumlar Ermeniler, yani bayda muhafazakarlar. Vatikan’dan bile daha muhafazakar olabilirler. Ve türkiyedeki, gayrimüslimlerin başka bir problemi de, devlet onları muhataba alırken hep dini azinlik kimliği üzerinden muhatap alıyor. Yani onları sivil cemaat olarak görmek, dini cemaat olarak görüyor. Onların sivil örgütlenmeleri de hep kilise sinegoglar

**Eşcinsel meselesi ırkçılık gibi mı, yoksa tanıdık olmadığını için duyulan bir çekince mi?**


What are the personal benefits of same-sex marriage. What is the importance of an official contract for a governmental issue?

Taxes, retirement, children... They are all settled by law. Before we opened marriage in 2001, we had civil unions and registered partnerships and that gave almost the same civil rights as the same sex couples. And when they opened up marriage, we did not get any more rights, but the most important aspect of this step was in the first page of the law it was written that all homosexual couples will have equal rights as straight couples. With this,
too many other countries also got influenced and for the first time homosexual people believed that there will be equality for all of them.

5.6. Cihan Tekeli – Amsterdam

Eşcinsel evliliğin kişisel yararları ne oldu Amsterdam’da?

Bu konuda fikrim var ama kendim eşcinsel olmadığını için dışarıdan baktığım biraz. Vatandaş olarak benim için önemli bir konu çünkü her vatandaşın hakları aynı olması lazım. İlk olarak eşcinsel evlilik derken, gay marriage denmesini doğru bulmıyorum çünkü her vatandaş için aynı şeyi söylersin; gay marriage derken küçük bir ayrımcılık oluyor. Yine de same-sex marriage diyorlar.

Ekonomik değil. Bundan önce bazı uygulamalar vardı; birlikte yaşyorsan “registered partnership” denilyordu. Civil marriage’a geçince ekonomik olarak bir değişiklik olmadı.

**Eşcinsel evlilik deyince önümüzde iстер istemez bir din olgusu çıkıyor. Same-sex marriagei ilk yasallaştıran ülke olan Hollanda’da din olgusu nasıl bir tartışmaya dönüştüyor?**


**Secret Garden’la da görüştük. Onlar Hollanda’nın yerlisinden çok göçmenlerin bu konuda şikayet ettiği söyledi. Siz bu konuda ne düşünüyorsunuz?**


**Ötekişiren gruplar hollandada doğup büyüyen mi yoksa...**

Politik durumu da bakmak lazım. İslamiyete karşı agresif bir politika var. Tartışmalarda çirkin baskı var. İslamafoi gizli ve büyük bir sorun. Bazıları yok der ama bu başka bir tartışma. Politikaya bakarsak hol hic bir zaman eşcinsellere karşı ayrımcılık yoktu dışardan geliyor bu. Batının üstünlüğünü gösterme tartışmamıza geliyoruz. Bazi politikaciların inkar etmesi,

**Eğitim sizce homofobinin önüne geçebilecek bir etken mi? Yoksa gelenekle alakalı mı?**


Bunları baskıya yapmak çok zor bir şey, içten gelmesi lazım. Baskı dıştan geliyor neden güvenelim der.
Çözüm nasıl olabilir sizce?


Yunus sorusu. Travmatik bir sonucu olabilir mi acaba kültür farklılığı yüzünden?


Ayrımcılık multifunctional. İşine yaradığı gibi kullanılıyor.

Hollanda eşcinsel evliliğin yaşallaşması süreci topplumun istediği bir şey mi politik mı dernek başarısı
Bence halktan geliyor ilk etapta. 80lerde baslayan bir tartışma eşcinsel haklarına bakarsak hollanda ilk sıralarda oluyor. Eşcinsel sporcularımız politikacılarımız olması da büyük etken. Futbol kültürü maço bir kültür ama bazı sporlarda sorun değil.

Beni karıştırma ne yaparsan yap mantoği var

**Türkiye'nin geleceği hakkında ne düşünüyorsunuz?**

Evlilik çok uzak ama güzel olan şey taksimde de gördük yürüyüşlerr oluyor. İnsanların görmesi önemli bir şey. Sokaga çıkıp ben esçinselim demessi ve onların arasında esçinsel olmayan insanların olması da çok önemli. Gay pride'si amacı başladığıda öyleydi. Son yıllarında bazı değişti ekonomik bir şey oldu.


5.7. **Gökkuşağı'nın Kızılı**

Gökkuşağı'nın kızılı iki sene önce Mart ayında LGBT meselesine dair duyarlı olan, ayrımcılık karşısında homofobi ve transfobiyi içermesi gerektiğini düşünen sosyalistler tarafından bir iletişim ağı olarak kuruldu. İki yıldır Ankara, İstanbul ve İzmir'deki LGBT yürüyüşlerine katılmaktayız. Bunun yanında1 Mayıs ve Alevi mitingine de katıldık.

**Türkiye eşcinsel haklarının korunması consunda hangi noktada durmaktadır?**

Türkiye burda kritik bir yerde duruyor. Türkiye'de ne LGBTlerin yasal güvenceye alınmış hakları var ne de LGBT olmak Türkiye'de yasal olarak suç, hastalık ilan edilmiş değil. Bir LGBT kimliğini açıkladığı için, LGBT yürüyüşlerine katıldığı için bu kimliğiyle kamusal alanda görüldüğü için yasal bir kovuşturma tabi tutulmuyor. Ancak bununla birlikte Türkiye bu kritik eşeğin neresine daha yakın yani Türkiye'de LGBTler haklarını kazanamaya mı daha yakın, yoksa bunun bir suç ve hastalık olarak ilan edilmesi mi daha yakın bir seçenek diye baktığımızda, ikincisi maalesef daha yakın görünüyor çünkü TSK'nın disiplin yönetmeliğinde eşcinsel olmak ordudan temelli ihraç sebebi yani bir tür suç. TSK'nın disiplin yönetmenliğinde en ağır suçlar arasında eşcinsel ilişkiye bulunmak da var. Sayılan diğer suçlar Türk ceza kanunundaki ağır suçlar. TSK fiilen eşcinselliği suç saymış durumda. İleride
Türk ceza kanununda bir düzenleme yapılsa rahatlıkla eşcinsellik de suç kapsamına alınabilir. Türkiye'de LGBT hareketinin geldiği güç buna müsaade etmez diye düşünüyorum. Türkiye şimdilik ortada bir yerde duruyor.

Eşcinsel evliliğin kişisel olarak yararları nelerdir? Devletten yasal bir statü alınması gerekıyor mu?


Türkiye'de eşcinsellere yönelik bakış açısını nasıl görüyorsunuz? Irkçı bir bakış açısı mı yoksa alışkanlıkla duyulan bir çekince gibi mi?


**Dinlerin eşcinsel evliliğe bakışını nasıl görürsünüz?**


**Türkiye politikasında eşcinsellerin yerini nasıl görürsünüz?**

Bazı LGBT'lerin eşcinsel kimliklerini gizlemeye çalışmalarını sebepleri nelerdir?

Muhafazakar insanların eşcinsel evliliğin onaylanmasıyla geleneksel evliliğin yara alacağına dair düşünceleri var. Bu konu hakkında neler düşünüyorsunuz?


The Survey That We Wade for Our Street Interviews in Netherlands

1. Age:

2. Sex: Female / Male / Intersex

3. Occupation:

4. Education: None / High School / University / Master / phd

5. Origin:


7. Political Ideology: Anarchism/ Communism/ Conservatism/ Environmentalism/ Liberalism /Feminism/ Nationalism/ Religious Fundamentalism/ Socialism/ Other

8. Religious Belief:

9. Involvement with the church: once a week / less / none

10. Involvement with the congregation

11. Sexual orientation: Heterosexual / Bisexual / Homosexual / Asexual
12. I know someone personally who is homosexual: Family / Friend

13. Sexual preference: inborn / choice / both

14. Perception to homosexuality: against / tolerated / don't care / agree

15. Homosexual relationships should be recognized by governments all around the world

16. If I had a neighbour who is homosexual, disturbing / don't care / okay

17. It is damaging for children to be adopted/foster cared by same-sex couples:

18. Adoption for same sex couples should be allowed: yes / no

19. I would be comfortable with my child being in a gay marriage

20. Homosexual man is a less man than a heterosexual man: yes / no

21. Homosexuality is a kind of disease that must be treated: yes / no

22. The one who is religious can also be homosexual: yes / no

23. My religious belief contradicts with acceptance of homosexuality:

24. My traditional and moral values contradict with acceptance of homosexuality:

25. Homosexual couples who are showing affection in public: against / tolerated / don't care / ok

26. Gay couples should have the equal rights with heterosexual couples: yes / no

27. Local officials should have the right to refuse to register gay marriages if it is against their conscious or their religion: yes / no

28. Living with people who have different background is disturbing / tolerated / don't care / ok

29. Most of the opponents of same-sex marriage in Nl are consist of immigrants: yes / no
30. Dutch society indicates immigrants as the only opponents of same sex marriage because of their islamophobic perception against them.

31. The most important factor that contributes to acceptance of homosexuality in NL: traditions /education / religious belief / political preference

32. The most important factor that contributes to the legalization of same sex marriage in NL: non governmental organizations / media / government / society